ACTIVITY BOOK
Farming with Eagle

Brought to you by Corteva Agriscience™ & Pioneer® Seed!
Color the Farm!

How will farms look in the future?
Draw what you think yours would look like.
You Did It!

Because of your help, Eagle was able to get the most out of his farm!

Thank you!

Eagle needs to get his field ready but he doesn’t have a tractor. Can you draw one for him?
Trace the lines to help Eagle match the crop to the correct Pioneer® seed bag!

CORN, ALFALFA, SUNFLOWER, SOYBEAN, CANOLA, SORGHUM, WHEAT

Complete the maze to deliver the corn from the farm to the supermarket.
Eagle's corn is ready!
Circle the different ways we use corn?

A Corn is used to make certain types of gasolines. Corn is used in many different types of chips and other foods. Cows eat the corn silage to stay healthy.

Now that Eagle has the seeds all planted he can tend to the rest of his farm. Can you help him find all of the other farm words?

corn
soybean
Pioneer
Corteva
wheat
seeds

corn
soil
silage
cow

soybean
field
truck
pig

Pioneer
farm
tractor
chicken

Corteva
agriculture
combine
crops

wheat
nitrogen
harvest

seeds
roots
science
The crops are all planted and growing but the field is getting overrun by insects! Can you help Eagle identify the following insects?

A. Wireworm
B. Fall Armyworm
C. Sugarcane Cornborer
D. Seedcorn Maggot
E. Corn Rootworm

Color the Sunflower!